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Abstract:

The tariff increase of BKW Energie AG in October 1994 was, seen as a chance to review the tariff
structure. First of all, the different products delivered to the customers were clearly defined,
according to the following criteria: quantity of electricity intake at high tariff, degree of freedom at
intake as well as supply and measurement point of the intake.

In a second step the objectives to be fulfilled with the new structure were set: the tariffs should be
customer-friendly easy to understand and to apply, foreseeable, cost-related as well as take into
account the new findings in energy economics and finally give the right signals for a sparing use
of natural resources. Some more considerations, especially on the allocation of the demand
costs on demand and consumption rates were made.

The new tariffs of BKW offer more flexibility and choices for the customers: retail customers can
choose between single and two-rate tariffs. Moreover, they can choose a tariff for interruptable
intake as a supplementary subscription. Big customers can choose among different options
according to the utilisation time. The setting up of clear names and good information as well as
specific offer of energy advice to the customers at the moment of the tariff increase were
considered as highly valuable.

The new tariff structure is one step in the right direction. The structure must still be ameliorated in
the future. The trend will possibly be in a higher differentation of tariffs for big customers and a
high valuation of simplicity for the tariffs for retail customers.

NOVE TARIFE U BKW ENERGIE AG (ŠVICARSKA)

Sažetak:

Povećanje tarifa u BKW Energie AG u listopadu 1994. godine shvaćeno je kao prigoda za reviziju
tarifne strukture. Prije svega, jasno su definirani različliti proizvodi koji se isporučuju potrošačima
u skladu sa slijedećim kriterijima: količina preuzete električne energije prema visokoj tarifi,
stupanj slobode pri preuzimanju kao i mjesto isporuke i mjerenja pri preuzimanju.
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U drugom koraku postavljeni su ciljevi koje nova struktura treba ostvariti: tarife trebaju služiti
potrošaču.biti lako razumljive i primjenjive, predvidive, vezane uz troškove.a trebaju uzimati u
obzir nova saznanja u energetskom gospodarstvu i konačno trebaju dati prave poticaje za
štedljivo korištenje prirodnih izvora. Više je pozornosti posvećeno raspodjeli troškova potrošnje
prema obilježjima i iznosu potrošnje.

Nove tarife BKW-a nude potrošačima veću elastičnost i bolji izbor: potrošači u maloprodaji mogu
birati između jedne i dvije tarife. Nadalje, mogu izabrati tarifu uz ograničeno preuzimanje
električne energije kao oblik dodatnog ugovaranja. Veliki potrošači mogu birati između različitih
varijanti u skladu s vremenom korištenja. Uspostavljanje jasnog nazivlja i pružanje dobrih
informacija kao i posebna ponuda energetskih savjeta potrošaču u trenutku povećanja tarife
smatraju se dragocjenima.

Nova tarifna struktura je korak u pravom smjeru. Strukturu još treba poboljšati u budućnosti.
Tendencija će vjerojatno biti usmjerena na veću diferencijaciju tarifa za velike potrošače i
pojednostavljenje tarifa za potrošače u maloprodaji.

1. Uvod

BKW Energie is one of big verticaly integrated electricity suppliers of Switzerland. Its yearly
supply turnover is about 6.5 TWh and about 4 TWh with its Swiss and European trading partners.
The structure of supply is very complex given the decentralization in Switzerland which is a
federalist country: part of the energy is directly supplied to the ultimate consumer and the other
part, by resellers. This is a particular challenge in mater of tarification consistency.
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Figure 1: The structure of elelctricity supply in Switzerland

Tariff increases must be approved by the Swiss authorities (price controller) although each tariff
is not submited to approval. This leaves a certain leeway in the matter of tarification. BKW
Energie AG made use of it consequetlyforthe last tariff increase which occured in October 1994.
The following considerations will show it.
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2. Prerequisite to set up tariffs

2.1. Objectives

The customers and the public set very different requirements on tarification. Some of them
require the lowest possible tariffs so that their effect on their production costs or household
budget remains small. Others however require the highest possible electricity rates to enhance
economy and to spare natural resources. For the third party, the cost design related to the
principle of casuality is central for the pricing components of the tariffs. For customers who are
about to make large investments and buy new electrical devices or new production installations
and constructions, the long term foreseeability of the tariff evolution is important to avoid risk of
bad investments conditional on the electricity rate. A lot of customers have in common their wish
that tariffs be simple, understandable and transparent. The right to say and more possibilities of
choice are increasingly required. The employees of the distribution undertaking (DU), who apply
the tariffs, consider as an important factor that tariffs be customer-friendly but also easily applied.
Moreover the new findings in energy economics and tarification should be taken into
consideration and ways to innovative solutions should be fully exploited. These different
requirements are plotted in key words in the Figure 2. This figure shows that a single objective
cannot be considered as central one when setting up a balanced tariff structure. It is rather a
question of weighing the different objectives and finding an optimum considering the existing
basic conditions.

Simple and customer friendly

User-friendly

Resource- sparing
(ration production
and utilization)

Innovative

Figure 2 : Objectives for the setting up of tariffs
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2.2. Basic conditions

Tariffs must fit in with the prevailing basic conditions of the enterprise. The folowing factors exert
an important influence on that matter:

• the present tariff structure and the effects of the new tariffs on the electricity bill of each
customer, as big rate changes find little acceptance;

• the number of electricity meters or the available measuring technique. The long period of time
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needed for the installation of new meters forces to cutbacks in the tariff differentiation or the
gradual proceeding with the possible choices offered to the customers;

the flexibility of accounting and billing system when new tariffs are introduced;

the possibilities of cost calculation. The cost calculation is a fundamental building block for the
tarification. To get a correct information from the cost calculation, the cost and tariff calculation
should be based as much as possible on the same considerations and keys. The structuring
of the cost calculation is a topic which cannot be developed in the present frame;

the effect of price incentives on the demand's behaviour. Tariffs are the way the DU
communicates with the customers: they give price signals on which the customers react in the
short and above all in the long term (price elasticity) (see Figure 3).

Demand for
electricity H Production and

procurement

Tariffs Costs

Figure 3: The regulation pattern of demand, costs and tariffs

The reactions and therefore the effect of tariffs on demand vary according to the customer
segment (industry, household) and to the segment of the energy market (for example heat);
they are often bound to the behavior in the matter of investments. The integration of the
demand's reaction speaks in favour of tarification based on the marginal cost, as an optimum
can therefore be found most likely between investments on the demand side (intake) and on the
installation side (production) through pricing.

2.3. Clear product definition as basis

Physically, each kilowatt hour of electrical energy is identical to another. Although tariffs are rates
for different electricity supplies or products. It means that the different electricity supplies can be
very well differentiated on the level of economics. The important characteristics of tarification are
the ones which are decisive for the different costs due to the intake of different kinds of
customers. These characteristics should be clearly determined. According to these, the whole
electricity supply is then divided into products which are related to different costs for the DU. The
corresponding setting up of products is the basis of the tariff structure.

At the BKW, the setting up of products was done by analogy with other products in the business
life. The different products and the corresponding tariffs were determined according to the
following questions:

• What is the quantity of electricity intake at high tariff?

The electricity supply is related to very high fixed costs. The contribution of a customer to these
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fixed costs depends essentially on his electricity intake at high tariff, i.e. between 6.00 and 22.00
at the BKW. At the BKW, the electricity supply rates are established according to the intake
quantity at high tariff - as usual for other products. The subdivision of customers in retail and big
customers is also set according to this criterion. The intake demand is also taken into
consideration as minor criterion.

• Is electricity intake completely free or interruptable at times ?

A considerable part of the investment costs of DU is due to the installations necessary for
covering the peak load. Electricity supply which can be interrupted during the peak load periods
cause the DU a lower expense. Correspondingly, electricity supply at the BKW is divided into
products for free and interruptable intake.

• Where do electricity intake and measurement occur ?

Is electricity supplied from the DU to door or does the customer intake occur by means of his own
electric line and transformers ? At the BKW, the corresponding measurement and supply points
were determined for each tariff. Some deviation is allowed and payed with corresponding
percentage deductions and supplements on the tariff.

According to the three previous standpoints - quantity of intake at high tariff, free or interruptable
intake and measurement and supply points, the whole electricity supply was divided into
products. Each product encompasses a part of the electricity supply, which causes the BKW
comparable costs.

These three criteria are thus the basis for the setting up of a tariff structure, reflecting the costs
related to the principle of causality and without the reference to any application as it is sometimes
done (e.g. tariffs for boilers, etc ). The corresponding products are determined by means of
clearly defined and measurable entities. Because of this, it can happen that a household, a
farmer, a trade (commercial or proffesional) company or a service industry - whose tariffs
previously differed - pay the same amount if they have a comparable electricity intake. However it
is also posible - for example - that two service industries do not pay the same tariff rate any more if
their electricity intake differs considerably from one another. This can also be observed for other
products supplied to these enterprises.

3. Other considerations for the calculation of tariffs

The definition of products and the cost calculation according to these products in the calculation
of costs are the groundworks necessary for the calculation of tariffs. But other considerations are
indispensable fortarification:

• Cost differentiation according to the time period

In this case, the marginal cost (shortage period: high energy and demand costs; other periods:
low energy and demand costs) and the observation of other competitive markets are all-
important.
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Intake quantity considered

The cost calculation allocates the costs according to well determined keys. Two methods are
usual: the peak load and the non-coincident peak method. In the first method, the capacity costs
are allocated to the customer groups proportionally to the peak load. In the second one, the
maximum loads of the customer groups - which do not occur at the same time - are added up
and the demand costs are allocated proportionally to the load of each customer group in the
global maximum load. The results must although be interpreted with more detail, as the
following example shows it: let us assume that the whole supply from DU goes to 100 customers
who represent 1% each of the sale. In this case, the transmission network necessary to supply
these customers would be much more simple. Reversely, if the number of customers is much
higher than nowdays, a much more ramified network would be needed. Correspondingly, the
tariff levels should be more differentiated between customers with high and low consumption
than indicated through cost calculation.

• Allocation of the demand or capacity costs

Beside the cost allocation according to the period of time and the product, the allocation of the
capacity or fixed costs - related to the principle of causality and which can reach up to 80% of
global costs of a DU - according to the energy and demand rates is the most difficult problem.
The effect of the demand rate on the customer's behaviour should also be considered. The
demand rate indicates to the customer to which extent it is worth levelling his consumption by
means of load management measures.

Up to the period of the tariff increase, the demand rates at the BKW were higher for the retail
customers than for the big customers; that means that the demand rate was proportionally much
higher for a customer whose consumption was low and for whom utilization time was much
worse. The demand rate lowered with increasing consumption. But the fact is that the retail
customers have less possibilities to correct their utilization time then the big customers who have
an important complex of machines and many possibilities to superimpose individual demands
and reduce the peak demand in this way.

v Ptocurement/tranaportatioii .. Precuretnenl/tranaportatiofl

Global demand
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Fin* dntrfeution

Figure 4 : Generation of demand costs by retail and big customers
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The direct influence of the demand consumption of the customers is considerable when veiwing
the costs avoidable, which are the main factor for DU in the long term. Customers at low voltage
whose consumption is a low burden only - also when the load peaks are relatively high - their
supply line and partly the transformer. At high voltage levels, the influence of the demand is low
thanks to the superimposition and aggregation of the demand with other customers in the same
category (see Fig. 4). For these customers, it is mainly the average energy consumption at each
period of time which causes the capacity costs at procurement. Even if the utilization time of
these customers is very long, supplementary costs can hardly be avoided. A lower demand rate
and a comparatively higher energy rate are therefore justified in this case.

The situation is reverse for a big customer whose electricity intake occurs at high voltage levels.
He has less possibilities of nesting with other customers and his demand (load) peaks can blow
up to procurement. In this case, a bigger part of the fixed costs can therefore be apportioned on
the demand rate and smaller part on the energy rate. The Figure 5 shows the principle of
allocation of the fixed costs on the demand and energy rates according to the size of the
customer.

k Demand costs
100%

Demand cost part of the
energy rate

i Demand cost pait of the
i demand iate

Customer size

Figure 5: Allocation of the demand costs on energy and demand rates

• Utilization time considered

Tariffs are calculated for an average customer in the corresponding customer group. The
higher the demand rate, the higher the effect of any deviation from the average
consumption on the electricity bill. Tariffs related to the principle of causality must therefore
be centered on smaller customer groups whose electricity intake is homogeneous. In the
matter of tariffs for big customers, the BKW offers options with different demand and energy
rates. The utilization time at high tariff is the entity according to which the option
components are evaluated. The reference to the high tariff comes from the fact that this
period is mainly relevant for the capacity costs.

All these steps allow the setting up of a structure of objectives. The final tarification, which cannot
be further developed here, must also take the tariffs of the moment into consideration. This
means that one's sights must be lowered to be able to keep certain marginal conditions.
Especially when there is a structural change - as for the shift of stress from demand to energy
rate, caution is required. The tariff change can effect some customers harder than others. Tariffs
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must therefore be calculated by means of an iterative method.
The setting up of a transition between basic rate and demand rate tariffs is especially difficult;
they are related to two different pricing systems. It is also a very good test of the tariff structure
consistency.

4. Example: the tariff structure of the BKW

The forementioned considerations served as basis for the new tariff structure of the BKW. The
development of this structure allowed to reach the following objectives:

• The simplification of the structure

• Clear definition of products and tariffs

• Tariff names easy to remember

• More possibilities of choice for the customers

• Stronger differentiation between summer and wintertime for energy and demand rates

• Stronger weighing of the demand rateforthe big customers

4.1. Characteristics of the tariffs for retail customers

Retail customers are customers whose yearly energy intake at high tariff reaches up to 50'000
kWh. Their number represents more than 95% of the BKW customers. For setting up of the new
tariff structure, the simplicity and a better understanding of the tariffs were all-important for these
customers, especially the names and the clarity of the rates (only round numbers). DOMO is the
basic rate tariff for a yearly intake at high tariff up to 12'000 kWh. It is applied above all for
households, small farms, trade companies and service industries. These customers can choose
freely between a single-rate and two-rate tariff, which both refer to different standing
charges;thus the different costs of the meters are covered. PROFI is a demand rate tariff for a
yearly intake of 12'OOu - 50'000 kWh. It is most frequently applied for the professional customers,
which means for middle and large trade companies, service industries and farms. Households
with the corresponding energy intake are also subject to these tariffs. As the considerations
related to the tariff calculation showed it, the demand rate was lowered in the tariff PROFI
compared to the previous one.

All the retail customers have the possibility to chose a tariff for interruptible or controlled
electricity supply as supplementary subscription. The consumption of this newly created tariff,
called ECONOM1, is measured separately. This tariff is meant for an electricity supply which can
be interrupted two hours twice during the peak load periods of the day. The interruption periods
vary and are determined according to the local load of the network. The tariff ECONOM 1 is
suitable particularly for heat pumps but it can also be applied for other customers regularly
connected. The high tariff rates are lower than and the low tariff rates equal the ones of the tariff
DOMO. The tariff ECONOM 2 is meant for a yearly energy supply exceeding about 10'OOO kWh -
the supply which can occur according to a telecontrol program. It is suitable for a telecontrolled
central heating with a storage system. For these, the supply for the heat energy demand
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calculated can occur according to the load some time over 24 hours. As the energy supply from
the BKW can be specifically set at the minimum load, the tariff ECONOM 2 has the same tariff
rates as the low tariff rate in the tariff DOMO.

For all the retail customer tariffs, the measurement and supply points are at low voltage. Any
deviation from it implies a percentage deduction on the tariff applied. The rates of the four retail
customer tariffs are shown in Figure 6.

DOMO
Basic rate tariff for households and trade companies with small energy intake

Consumption rate (Sct/kWh)

Single-rate tariff
Two-rate tariff

Summer
19,00

High
19,0

Low
8,5

Winter
24,5

High
24,5

Low
11,0

Basic rate (SFr./semester)

Intake in kWh/semester
Up to 300
300 - 600
600 -1200
For each 600 kWh more

Single-rate tariff
51.-
57.-
69.-
12.-

Two-rate tariff
72.-
78.-
90.-
12.-

PROFI
Demand rate tariff for trade companies and households with big energy intake

Consumption rate (Sct/kWh)

Summer
High
17,0

Low
8,5

Demand rate (SFr./kWh and month)

Summer
7.-

Consumption rate (Sct/kWh)

Summer
High
13,0

Low
8,5

High
22,0

High
16.5

Winter

Winter
8.50

Winter

Low
11,0

Low
11,0

Subscription rate

SFr. 8.50 / month
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ECONOM2
Tariff for telecontrolled energy intake

Consumption rate (Sct/kWh)

Summer
Programmed load

8,5

Back-up load
8,5

Winter
Programmed load

11,0
Back-up load

11,0

Subscription rate

SFr. 8.50 / month

Figure 6: The new BKW tariffs for retail customers

4.2. Characteristics of the tariffs for big customers

Big customers are customers whose yearly intake at high tariff exceeds 50'000 kWh. For big
customers, even small deviations from the average consumption structure result in considerable
differences in the matter of electricity costs. For this reason, a tariff differentiation as strongely
related as possible to costs is the main element when creating tariff options according to the
utilization time. Moreover, the demand rate was more raised and the energy rate was less raised
in comparison with the previous big customer tariffs, given some considerations on the tariff
calculation (see chapter 3). This options differ according to the allocation of the demand costs
on demand and energy rates at high tariff (see Fig. 7.) The options within tariff can be chosen
freely. The BKW advises the customers in the matter of choice.

The tariff PRODUCTIVO is meant for a yearly intake of 50'OOu to 500'000 kWh at high tariff. For a
yearly intake exceeding 500'000 kWh, the tariff INDUSTRIA is applied. For both tariffs, the
measurement point is at 0,4 kV and the supply point, at 16 kV. These are no obligatory
requirements for the application of a big customer tariff.. Measurement and supply points
deviating from the forementioned values are subject to coresponding percentage deductions or
supplements on the tariff applied

PRODUCTIVO
Demand rate tariff for industrial and service enterprises with medium energy intake

Consumption rate (Sct/kWh)
Option

according to
utilization time

(UT)
A : short
B : long

Summer

High
6AM-10PM

15,0
12,5

Low
10PM-6AM

7,5
7,5

Winter

High
6AM-10PM

19,0
16,0

Low
10PM-6AM

10,5
10,5

Demand rate (SFr./kWh and month)
Option (UT)
A : short
B : long

Summer
6.-

8.50

Winter
7.50
10.50
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INDUSTRIA
Demand rate tariff for industrial and service enterprises with big energy intake

Consumption rate (Sct/kWh)
Option

according to
utilization time

(UT)
A:shor t
B : medium
C : long

High
6AM-10PM

13,3
12,4
11,7

Summer

Low
10PM-6AM

7,0
7,0
7,0

High
6AM-10PM

16,7
15,5
14,7

Winter

Low
10PM-6AM

10,0
10,0
10,0

Demand rate (SFr./kWh and month)

Option (UT)
A : short
B : medium
C : long

Summer
6.50
8.-

10.-

Winter
8.-
10.-

12.50

Figure 7 :The new BKW tariffs for big customers

At the introduction of the new tariffs for free intake, the BKW tests simultaneously a tariff for
interruptable supply to the big customers. It is set up as modulation tariff and is related to the
intake which can be lowered by at least one megawat during the maximum load periods in the
winter time. The price incentive occurs by means of the demand rate. This latter is considerably
higher in the modulation periods and considerably lower in other periods than the demand rate
of the corresponding regular tariff. Thus the customers who can decrease their intake during the
modulation periods can notably reduce their electricity costs for an equal global consumption. It
is the way for the BKW to transfer them a part of the reserve costs, which can be avoided in the
long term through modulation (lower peak demand). As the test is still going on, conclusions
cannotyet be drawn at the present time.

4.3. Other tariffs

The BKW distributes only part of its energy directly to the customers. A considerable quantity is
sold by redistributors (resellers). The tariffs for resellers who supply electricity to retail and big
customers must fit in the global tariff system; they are thus a good testing of the system
consistency.

Beside the tariffs described for retail and big customers, which have no reference to any
application, there are some BKW tariffs for special cases. They encompass electricity supply to
public transportation, public lighting, fixed and shifting connections, special heat applications.
The number of customers affected and the portion of the global energy sale are relatively small.
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5. Introduction and application

It is decisive to apply a new tariff structure, that this latter be understood by the customers and
employees of DU. A concept of tariff information for the customers was considered as highly
valuable at the BKW. The employees familiarized themselves with the new tariffs within an
extensive training program. Above all, they treated questions about practical cases and faced
new practical problems which they studied in detail. Beside the internal and external information
on tariffs, the program of chargeable energy had to be adapted on the requirements of the new
tariff structure. The shift of the customers to the new tariffs sometimes meant hard work, as we
had to control if their consumption matched the product definition. If this was not the case, it was
necessary to get in touch and negotiate with each customer. The customer understanding of the
new tariff structure and of the resulting consequences were generally fairly good. The shift
mostly occured without difficulty. In case of hardship - tariff increase exceptionally high - a
transitional solution was suggested to the customers.

The customers welcomed in general the possibilities of choice which the new tariff structure
offers. They give more flexibility to our tariff offer. Sometimes, they also aroused insecurity
among customers, which required more advice from our part. The supplementary task implied
isn't only a charge but also a good "investment" to better our relations with the customers. An
essential element at the introduction of the new tariff structure was the recourse to energy
advising. We offered systematically some advice related to the product to each customer willing
some or having trouble with the effects to be expected from the tariff change. The offer
encompassed a basic advice free of charge. We provided a very detailed advice offer which at
times exceeded the personnel potential of the BKW; we thus had to call on external advisers.

Summary and conclusions

Tariffs belong to the area of tension in which the different interests of customers, economics,
society and politics meet. It was important for the BKW to show and weigh the objectives aimed
at with the new tariff structure. The products were then clearly determined, on which the tariff
structure should be built. The products differ according to the intake quantity at high tariff, to the
measurement and supply points and to the degree of freedom at intake. Through a clear setting,
the tariff structure could be simplified, the transparence bettered and the tariffs increased
according to the cost management.

For the practical application of the demand management concept, the customer's demand
management was considered as highly valuable for the setting of new tariffs as well as for the
customer information. Retail customers with the basic rate tariffs can choose freely between
single - and two - rate tariffs. Moreover, all retail customers can choose a tariff for interruptible
intake as supplementary subscription. The big customers can choose among different tariff
options according to the utilization time. A modulation tariff was also tested with the load
decrease during the maximum load days in the winter time, in a small group of big industrial
customers. The setting up of the tariff names and information related to the customers was
considered as highly valuable. The introduction of the new tariffs occured with a specific offer of
energy advice, of which the customers having troubles or whose tariff increase was above the
average made especially use.
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The setting up and introduction of the new tariff structure can be considered as a success,
although they occured at an economically unfavorable time. The work related to them was
terribly underestimated by all the people involved. The shift of the customers to new products,
which correspond to their effective intake, requires a lot of work in the matter of information and
advice.

All the objectives and needs couldn't be fulfilled with the new tariff structure. Moreover, they will
change with the liberization to be expected in the electricity supply. The tariff structure must
follow this development and be able to offer new products at corresponding rates where new
needs emerge. This structure will always move between the poles of simplicity and equal
treatment on the one side, and of demand management and complexity on the other side. The
trend could lead to a state where the first pole would be all-important for the retail tariffs and the
second pole for the big customer tariffs. These two tariff groups could thus evolve differently. The
tarification will thus have to find optimum solutions in the future, in a many-sided area of tension.
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